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INTRODUCTION FROM THE  DIRECTORS

The first thing the Latin American Center for Entrepreneurs did in 2016, the year the Center 
was founded, was to design and establish a solid foundation for the Center to ensure a 
structure capable of forming excellent entrepreneurs. 

A solid center, to withstand any turmoil that may lie ahead, and to eventually 
contribute greatly to the history of INCAE.

To make the Center a reality, collaborators, professors, investors, graduates and all those who 
have contributed with different resources, had a vision... to systematize INCAE’s activities in 
entrepreneurship in an educational program that contributes to the growth of entrepreneurs 
in the region. All involved want a center that will last over time, with a renewable impact that can 
cope with the difficult situations of the region.

The construction of the Center is a unique initiative within INCAE and represents a venture 
in itself for the institution. The very roots of the Latin American Center for Entrepreneurs 
are firmly grounded in the achievements obtained by INCAE in the field of entrepreneurship; 
achievements that serve as a strong foundation for the continued growth and development of 
the Center.

We are extremely grateful for a year full of achievements. 

The directors
Ryan Schill y Urs Jäger

The first graduating 
class of the Latin 
American Center for 
Entrepreneurs

WHAT IS THE CENTER?

WHY THE CENTER?

Entrepreneurs are key drivers for social and economic progress in 

Latin American economies.

The center focuses on entrepreneurship in Latin America, a region 

from which, due to its extreme conditions, other countries can also 

learn.

The Region is characterized by deep economic, social and environmental 

challenges, particularly due to multidimensional inequities.

The new Latin America Center for Entrepreneurs is an impact center of 

the INCAE Business School that focuses on scalable entrepreneurship.

Objectives:

 • Strengthen entrepreneurs in the region

 • Strengthen entrepreneurial careers

 • Strengthen learning in entrepreneurship issues

 • Promote entrepreneur ecosystems of INCAE alumni
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EMPHASIS ON
ENTREPRENERSHIP 

The MBA in Entrepreneurship, 

offered by the INCAE Business 

School, has a global focus   

and specializes in creating 

and developing new scalable 

businesses, targeting   those who 

seek to develop businesses in a 

professional manner. 

INCAE ALUMNI

 

Through five hubs of action, 

the Center capitalizes on the 

experience and resources of 

INCAE Alumni to support the 

Entrepreneurship program and, 

in turn, provides graduates with 

the tools to strengthen the 

entrepreneurial ecosystem of the 

region.

OUR

WORKING MODEL

Is based on five 

hubs of action that 

support the INCAE 

Entrepreneurship 

MBA.
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RESEARCH

Research at the center is 

differentiated by our unique 

proximity to emerging market 

and country data. The research 

focuses on avant-garde topics in 

entrepreneurship that are of great 

value for our students and for the 

Region.

ENTREPRENEURIAL
ECOSYSTEM1 

To strengthen the opportunities 

that this ecosystem offers our 

Entrepreneurship graduates, he 

Center seeks relationships with 

other stakeholders in the regional 

entrepreneurial ecosystem.

STUDENT ENTREPRE-
NEUR FUND “EMPRENDE”

With the support of INCAE Alumni 

and other regional investors, the 

Center seeks to create a third-

party investment fund to support 

student business ideas.

1 The entrepreneurial ecosystem is made up of key organizations and allies that are important to entrepreneurs, including: incubators, investors, entrepreneurship 
centers and other key stakeholders that make up the network that increases the environment of success for an entrepreneur.
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JANUARY

Center 
Activities begin 

JULY

Visits and contact 

with mentors (INCAE 

Alumni) in the different 

countries of Latin 

America.

APRIL

Partnership with Impactico

MARCH

Development of the course 
structure for the Entrepreneurship 

Program, including the course 
structure and the subjects for each 

course.

JUNE

Study in Creative Capitalism in

Latin America

2016 
A YEAR OF
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

2016

PRIMARY MILESTONES

Creative Capitalism

A collaboration agreement with 

the Costa Rica Foundation for 

Innovation was established. 

The objective is to create 

an Innovation Lab (I-Lab) in 

which students can test their 

initial products or services 

and include the 

technology 

needed

Professors

“The Garage”

The subjects are assigned high 
quality professors who are 
experts in the course objectives 
and subject fields.

The concept of “The Garage” was created; 
a space to help students in the process of 
creating their own business plans.

SEPTEMBER
The Massive Open Online 

Course (MOOC) on Access to 
Financial Resources for Social 

Entrepreneurships was created. 
To test MOOC, a pilot project was 

implemented with INCAE alumni 
and entrepreneurs of the region 

during the months of August and 
September of 2016. This allowed 

us to gather experience for the 
construction of the final version, 

which will be released worldwide in 
March of 2017.

AUGUST

Admission of the first group 
of students to the MBA in 

Entrepreneurship.
These students are 
currently in the first 

year of the their MBA. 
The Center’s team 
members received 

them and they have 
been updated regarding 

the program that will initiate in 
August of 2017.

Conference on education in 
entrepreneurship, 
held in Haifa, 
Israel, in 
conjunction 
with the 
GNAM 
Network

OCTOBER
Re-launch of the Center’s website. The 
Center redesigned its website and updates it 
constantly. The English version will be ready 
in March 2017.

www.incae.edu/es/investigacion/lace.html

A list of potential mentors for the 
Entrepreneurial Mentoring Program was 
established. This program will be launched 
with students during their second year in the 
program.

Mentoring for the 
Entrepreneurship Specialization 

Program

NOVEMBER

Launch of the Center 
and realization of the 

Latin American Forum for 
Entrepreneurs.

DECEMBER
•  Ryan Schill, co-director 

of the Center, organized 
and received the “René 
Morales Professorship in 
Entrepreneurship”.

•  The “Scholarship for 
Enterprising Women” was 
established.

•  Financing for the “INCAE 
Emprende” award was 
negotiated.

DECEMBER

Partnership with Ernst & Young
A collaboration agreement 
was developed with Ernst & 
Young to create a course on 
challenges and legal solutions for 
entrepreneurs in Latin America. 
The course is part of the 
entrepreneurship specialization 
teaching plan.



RECRUITING
AND SCHOLARSHIPS

• The profile of the students to be included in the 
Entrepreneurship Specialization program was 
created.

• In 2016, and in collaboration with the Admissions 
Department at INCAE, we sought out and 
accepted 14 students to the first year of MBA 
in Entrepreneurship offered by INCAE. Thirteen 
of these students have scholarships funded by 
the Charles Haimoff Foundation. The students 
accepted in the program come from Costa Rica, 
Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Paraguay and 
Peru and 30% of these students are women.

• We are now accepting applications from students 
who would like to enter the INCAE MBA program in 
August of 20.

IVIS DIMAS

EL SALVADOR

LUZ SALEMMA

PARAGUAY

MEDALITH CASTILLO

PERU

ANTONELLA ROMERO

PERU

PABLO PASCUALI

PARAGUAY

DIEGO BERMUDEZ

 GUATEMALA
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MARCO CRUZ

GUATEMALA

ESTEBAN SANTIZO

GUATEMALA

ARTURO BOQUÍN

HONDURAS

IGNACIO BARRIENTOS

COSTA RICA

JOSÉ ZEGARRA

PERU

CARLA VILLAGRÁN

 ECUADOR

LEONARDO VILLARREAL

COSTA RICA

DIEGO MENDOZA

PERU
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1) INCAE ENTREPRENEUR AWARD 

 This award recognizes exemplary entrepreneurship models, by INCAE alumni, 

that will inspire our students.

2) ENTREPRENEURIAL MENTORING PROGRAM 

 For the Entrepreneurship program - students have access to and learn from 

experienced entrepreneurs.

3) INCAE ENTREPRENEUR NETWORK 

 The Center seeks to develop a network of INCAE Alumni to help 

Entrepreneurship graduates locate and contact them.

4) STUDENT ENTREPRENEURIAL FUND “EMPRENDE”

 Initial contacts have been made with potential investors interested in 

sponsoring the Fund.

5) LATIN AMERICAN FORUM FOR ENTREPRENEURS 

 This forum seeks to create a platform that allows Entrepreneurship graduates 

to contact INCAE Alumni directly, during the conference.

PREPARING THE 

ECOSYSTEM FOR  

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

GRADUATES

INCAE has a network of approximately 15,000 graduates all 

throughout Latin America and other regions of the world. This 

network is a very important resource for Entrepreneurship 

graduates as it provides access to high-level leaders who can be 

of great value in launching their new businesses.

In addition, the Latin American Center for Entrepreneurs has 
mapped out Costa Rica’s entrepreneurial ecosystem and will 
now use this model to analyze other ecosystems in Latin Amer-
ica. It is very important to be familiar with what exists locally and 
regionally, but it is also important to understand what it takes to 

identify needs to increase entrepreneurial success.

To promote access to this network, the Center works on five 
hubs of action:
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• In collaboration with Yale University, a 

conference on entrepreneurship was held in 

Haifa, Israel.  The GNAM Network, made up of 

business schools and 

entrepreneur centers 

from around the world, 

also participated in the 

conference.

• The Latin American Forum for Entrepreneurs 

was held at the Francisco de Sola campus in 

Nicaragua. Members of the Base of Pyramid 

Global Network, Incubators of the Latin 

American Region, Alumni of INCAE, as well as 

other special guests, participated in the event.

• The Latin American Center for Entrepreneurs 

was presented during the Latin American 

Forum for Entrepreneurs, which was attended 

by over 100 INCAE Alumni.

• We visited groups of INCAE Alumni, in 8 

different countries, to present them with the 

concept of the Center and to invite them to work 

on Centers 5 hubs of action.

In order to evaluate the concept of the Entrepreneurship Specialization in an international context, as well as 

to introduce said specialization to different interest groups, the following initiatives were carried out:

CONFERENCES AND EVENTS
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PHYSICAL 
SPACE

NEW CLASSROOM

- Based on an MIT design, the 

classroom’s physical space was 

equipped with six hexagonal tables, 

specially designed for collaborative 

work.

- The tables are part of the special 

design of the entrepreneurship 

classroom, which favors the activities 

and learning system implemented in 

education in entrepreneurship.

• A space was designed for students 

to work on their business plans (“The 

Garage”).

To help students work on their business 

plans in a space that fosters creativity and 

collaboration, we worked on the following 

aspects in 2016:

CLASSROOM DESIGN
AT MIT
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REMODELING OF THE OFFICE AREA OF THE 

ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING

- This area is open to students participating 

in the Entrepreneurship Specialization 

program.  It is an open area designed for 

students ...

- The offices of the Latin American Center 

for Entrepreneurs are located in this area.

- The design includes open areas and 

spaces for collaborative work and the 

exchange of ideas.

- It is useful for team meetings, research-

planning meetings and for casual 

conversations to exchange ideas and 

knowledge on the latest concepts in the 

field of entrepreneurship and innovation.
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THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF  PARTNERSHIPS

We have developed and implemented relationships with stakeholders, 

from the entrepreneurship network, who can provide INCAE’s 

Entrepreneurial Specialization program with the support it needs:

ERNEST & YOUNG 

To include the subject of 

legality in the Specialization

The GNAM Network includes 
Yale and Berkeley business 

schools, among many others, as 
well as entrepreneurial centers 

from around the world.

To create a relationship 
between the Latin American 

Center for Entrepreneurs 
and centers that are global 

benchmarks

THE COST RICA FOUNDATION 

FOR INNOVATION

To include the subject 

of technology in the 

Specialization

MINKA INSTITUTE

JUJUY, ARGENTINA

To test base of the pyramid 

teaching concepts.

IMPACTICO 

IN COSTA RICA 

To prepare relationships 
with hubs of action in 

entrepreneurship (Impactico 
is part of the international 

network: Impact Hubs)

BoP GLOBAL 

NETWORK

To create relationships with 

BOP experts who can help 

with cutting-edge knowledge 

in the field of BoP
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Towards the end of 2016, the Latin American Center for Entrepreneurs accepted a new doctorate 
student (Carlos Martinez), who will focus on the analysis of the entrepreneurial ecosystem of Latin 
America, in general, and on the situation of risk investors, in particular.

A Canvas was created to support and scale of the impact of the entrepreneurs. The Canvas was tested 
in workshops with entrepreneurs in Latin America. This has further elevated the discussion, which has 
lead to the writing of an article that will be sent to the Stanford Social Innovation Review in March 2017.

We worked on the book of social entrepreneurship cases in Latin America. The theoretical framework 
for the book was generated and the rewriting of the case studies that make up the book was defined. 
This allows for its publication in 2017. Conversations regarding this publication have already taken 
place with LID Editorial.

The inclusion of FUNDES in a research project on inclusive entrepreneurship strategies was negotiated 
during the last quarter of 2016.

A study on Creative Capitalism was carried out to analyze the potential for this type of business in Latin 
America. We plan to further pursue this subject and include it in the Specialization program.

RESEARCH
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MEDIA

457
FOLLOWERS

100
PUBLICATIONS

 A MONTH 

(APPROXIMATELY)

 SOCIAL NETWORKS AND OUR WEBSITE 

 THE CENTER’S NEW WEBSITE WAS LAUNCHED:
 http://www.incae.edu/es/investigacion/lace.html

SOCIAL NETWORKS WERE DEVELOPED AND ARE UPDATED REGULARLY:

  Facebook / Latin American Center for Entrepreneurs    |   Twitter / INCAE_LACE

TOP 5
1. COSTA RICA
2. ECUADOR
3. NICARAGUA
4. BOLIVIA
5. HONDURAS

8,000
LIKES 

A MONTH

 (APPROXIMATELY)

5,500
REACH

MONTHLY 

PUBLICATIONS

 (APPROXIMATELY)

217
VISITAS

MENSUAL (APROX)

61
SESIONES

MENSUAL (APROX)

COSTA RICA

PERÚ

NICARAGUA

GUATEMALA
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• New Businesses contribute to employment in a very 

important way

• The Latin American Center for Entrepreneurs with 

VIVA Idea come together to promote innovation in Latin 

America

• INCAE’s newest center aims to support the 

entrepreneurs

• The Region needs entrepreneurs who do not fear failure

• Why Americans Are So Angry Despite America’s Strong 

Economy?

• Seedstarts by Procomer - Costa Rica

• INCAE creates a support center for entrepreneurs

• INCAE introduces a center to support entrepreneurs in El 

Salvador

• New center will support the entrepreneurs

• INCAE invest $1.5 millions in the new Latin American 

Center for Entrepreneurs [thanks to the generous grant 

through the Charles Haimoff Endowment]

• INCAE presents a new center to support entrepreneurs

• INCAE’s MBA for entrepreneurs will start on August

 IN THE NEWS:
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• New center will develop research in entrepreneurship, 

a new track in entrepreneurship that will start on 

August

• New Incae’s center aims to support the entrepreneurs

• Interview: INCAE Business School introduces the 

Latin American Center for Entrepreneurs

• INCAE introduces the Latin American Center for 

Entrepreneurs to INCAE’s community in Costa Rica

• New FT ranking: US business schools excel at MBA 

start-up spirit

• INCAE Business School stands out as the number 

5 on skills gained during the MBA promoting 

entrepreneurship

• INCAE is 24 in the World in Entrepreneurship

• Being an entrepreneur

• INCAE Introduces a New Track in Entrepreurship

• First Global Entrepreneurship Development 

Conference by GEDC

• The Minka Inclusive Business Institute was created 

with the support of the Latin American Center for 

Entrepreneurs.

• Chile Emprende: young people have a platform to 

promote their ideas towards entrepreneurship

• Preparing a platform to empower entrepreneurs

•  Latin American entrepreneurs need to think big and 

globally

• You must learn to fall before you can fly: The Art of 

Failure 

 INCAE launches a center for entrepreneurs 

with a forum that seeks to deepen the 

impact of entrepreneurship in Latin 

America

 Http://www.incae.edu/es/noticias/incae-lanza-

centro-de-emprendedores-con-foro-que-busca-

profundizar-el-impacto-del-emprendimiento-en-

latinoamerica.php

 INCAE Launches a Center for Entrepreneurs
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 Http://www.panamericanworld.com/es/articulo/

centro-para-emprendedores-de-latinoamerica-

apuesta-de-costa-rica

 INCAE Launches a Center for 

Entrepreneurs

 Http://www.msn.com/es-ar/noticias/

other/%E2%80%8B%E2%80%8Bincae-lanza-centro-

de-emprendedores/ar-aaki9dd

 Http://www.educamericas.com/articulos/actualidad/

incae-realizo-un-taller-para-emprendedores-sociales

 INCAE lanza centro de emprendedores

 Http://www.forbes.com.

mx/%E2%80%8B%E2%80%8Bincae-lanza-centro-

emprendedores/#gs.N_cufng

 INCAE held a workshop for social 

entrepreneurs 

 Http://mba.americaeconomia.com/articulos/notas/

incae-realizo-taller-para-emprendedores-sociales

 INCAE lanza centro de emprendedores \ posted by: 

metepectoluca 14 noviembre, 2016

 Http://www.metepectoluca.

com/%E2%80%8B%E2%80%8Bincae-lanza-centro-

de-emprendedores/

 Entreprenuer school for the residents of 

Jujuy 

 Http://www.eltribuno.info/escuela-emprendedores-

jujenos-n782190

 Basura Foundation selected for VIVA 

Entrepreneurs Workshop 2016, Nicaragua.

 Https://fundacionbasura.org/2016/10/13/

fundacion-basura-seleccionada-para-taller-viva-

emprendedores-2016-nicaragua/
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 Learn to create before flying

 Summa Magazine

 http://www.incae.edu/images/descargables/

Noticias/Columna_Schill_Summa.jpghttp://www.

incae.edu/images/descargables/Noticias/Columna_

Schill_Summa.jpg

 http://www.incae.edu/images/descargables/

Noticias/Columna_Schill_Summa.jpg

 Google, LinkedIn y Waze aprenden 

cómo enfrentar los cambios en el 

comportamiento de compra con Prof 

Ryan Schill de INCAE

 INCAE Business School

 http://www.incae.edu/es/noticias/google-linkedin-

y-waze-aprenden-como-enfrentar-los-cambios-

en-el-comportamiento-de-compra-con-prof-

ryan-schill-de-incae.phphttp://www.incae.edu/es/

noticias/google-linkedin-y-waze-aprenden-como-

enfrentar-los-cambios-en-el-comportamiento-de-

compra-con-prof-ryan-schill-de-incae.php

 

 Emprendedores latinoamericanos 

recibieron taller pensado para ayudarlos a 

escalar el impacto de sus proyectos 

 INCAE Business School

 http://www.incae.edu/es/noticias/emprendedores-

latinoamericanos-recibieron-taller-pensado-

para-ayudarlos-a-escalar-el-impacto-de-sus-

proyectos.phphttp://www.incae.edu/es/noticias/

emprendedores-latinoamericanos-recibieron-

taller-pensado-para-ayudarlos-a-escalar-el-

impacto-de-sus-proyectos.php

 http://www.incae.edu/es/noticias/emprendedores-

latinoamericanos-recibieron-taller-pensado-para-

ayudarlos-a-escalar-el-impacto-de-sus-proyectos.

php

 Nuevo centro de INCAE apoyará a los 

emprendedores

 INCAE Business School

 RECENT PUBLICATIONS:
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 http://www.incae.edu/es/noticias/nuevo-centro-de-

incae-apoyara-a-los-emprendedores.php

 “La región necesita emprendedores que no 

le teman al fracaso”. El Nuevo Diario

 http://www.elnuevodiario.com.ni/

nacionales/400557-region-necesita-

emprendedores-que-no-le-teman-frac/

 Incae lanza un MBA con especialización en 

emprendimiento. El Financiero

 http://www.elfinancierocr.com/gerencia/

Incae-lanza-MBA-especializacion-

emprendimiento_0_992300773.html 

 El arte de convertirse en un emprendedor 

social: Planeamiento de Carrera

 INCAE Business School

 Http://www.incae.edu/es/blog/2017/01/19/el-

arte-de-convertirse-en-un-emprendedor-social-

planeamiento-de-carrera.html

 La BoP como oportunidad de negocio en 

América Latina

 América Economía

 http://mba.americaeconomia.com/articulos/

columnas/la-bop-como-oportunidad-de-negocio-

en-america-latina
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In the usual order:

Ryan Schill, Director
E-mail:  ry.schill@incae.edu

Urs Jäger, Director
E-mail:  urs.jager@incae.edu

Jorge Vinicio Murillo, Director Administrativo
E-mail:  jorge.murillo@incae.edu

Felipe Symmes, Consultor en Investigación
E-mail:  felipe.symmes@consultor.incae.edu

José Pablo Valverde, Consultor en Gerencia de Programas Alumni
E-mail:  jose.valverde@incae.edu

Mónica Sánchez, Consultora en Manejo de Redes y Diseño 
E-mail: monica.sanchez@consultor.incae.edu 

OUR TEAM
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http://www.incae.edu/es/investigacion/lace.html

Latin American Center for Entrepreneurs

@EmprendeINCAE

INCAE Entrepreneurs

@INCAE_LACE
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